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This study documents the lifestyle on a small, prosperous black
farmstead in the Richland community of Butler County, Kentucky.

It

is based on extensive fieldwork and interviews conducted with Percy
Beeson, owner of the farm for aver fifty years.

The result of the

fieldwork and interviews was the documentation of how this farmstead,
maintained without mechanical farm equipment, worked as a functional
unit on a year-round basis.
As a functional unit, the Beeson farmstead is described in terms
of the Beeson family and their ownership of the farm and the breakdown
of the property into two dependent units.

In the first area, the

Family Unit, the food supply and home industries were prepared and
supervised by the women of the household.

These activities are dis-

cussed according to the seasons of the year, beginning with spring and
ending with winter.

The second area, the Farm Unit, was run by the

Beeson men and contained the major crops and farm animals.
is also described according to the seasons of the year.

This area

The results

of this study clearly portray this non-mechanized, small black farmstead as a functional and traditional economic enterprise for Percy
Beeson.

INTRODUCTION
This stuay is based primar-ily on fieldwork and
interviews conducted in Butler and Warren County, Kentucky
over a period of ten months.

It rresents a small, ()lack

rarmstead as a functional unit and derives its framework
from informa:.ion supplied by Percy iieeson, the man who
1
oreratea the farm for over fifty years.
The concept of studying an independent and functional farmstead is suggested by the folkiife researcn of
Iorwerth C. Peate and t;eorge Ewart Evans.

Both Peate and

Evans, as trained folklorists, make a strong case for the
folklife approach:
It studies the ob(4ect in its living
setting, social and historical, not
merel3 in its work context but ite
human context as
:hey (arcnitects, archaeologists,
etc.) study things divorced from the
person who made or used them, and
pronounce judgment on man's creations
without a thought for the man himself
or for the culture of which he is a
Teate and i,vans indicate that individual items and processes hate no valiaity unless Fresenrcd in the total
environment in which they exist.
I first met Percu Beeson in lctober

1972, at a

iroom-making demonstration held on nis farm for the folklore

stucients 0
'
4 Western .ertuce',

Yy

with Beeson ,egan in June, 1977, an7:
1973.

eZdwor:relemer,

I conducted all but one of the intervews in the

Turtle Creek Convalescent Centre

Fewii

Oreen,

Kentucky, where he was confined with an illros for
year and a half.

My first interview with Beeson tooe

place on his farm which he had just sold to :esper vcCoy,
the son of a neighbor.

With the consent of the McCoys,

Beeson and I walked over the property and talked superficially about the farmstead when he lived there.

This

initial interview acquainted him with the type of
information I was seeking and put him at ease about the
purrcse of the project.
Two days later I returned to the farm and interviewed the McCoys about their recent purchase of the
property and about what they knew of the Beeson family.
They were extremely cooperative and agreed to my returning
to

survez, and photograph the buiZdinge on the farmstead.

Over a reri:d of three months I photographed the buildings
and comriled the history of the 3eeson farmstead, utilizing
the property deeds located in the Butler County Courthouse.
Several months later, with the heir of Steve Poyser, a
aroivate student at Weotern Kentuckl
cach of th.: bui::fn3s on
ioe,dtions or t;

University, I measured

comyietea' a survey of their

Tr r,rt.,.

Puring te next o.x. months : interviewed Percy
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Fcbbins' ice cream containers for wastebaskets.

When he

was able to vcri
, and tali/ at the same time hls answers
were more extensive and often supplied additional material
for topics covered in previous conversations.

For example,

what began as a discussion of the types of showboats on
the Green Fiver led into an account of how Beeson cut ties
and sold them to the railroads.
The half dozen women also in the room working on
their crafts often responded to the answers that Beeson
gave to my auestions.

These women frequently began a con-

versation based on a question I asked Percs, and when they
had finished t:!eir discussion, they waited for a new topic
to be supplied by my subsequent questions.

At one point,

Percy and I set a date for him to view the slides I had
taken of his farmstead.

When I arrived at the nurs:ng home

those there who knew him were also in the dining room area
to view the slides which they thoroughly enjoyed and had me
show a second time that day.
4fter I completed my fieldwork, I reviewed the
two observations -ale during my first contact with Percy
demonstration on his farm:

1)

etead appeared to f:t George Ewart
relic still surviving 'n a
ze a func,ticnin:i cntit?
presented a lifestyle and a series of processes which
could be studied solely for the purpose of documenting

them.

My second observation provided a workable means of

rresenting the raw data I collected.
At this point my data is inadequate to support a

study of the farmstead as a surviving relic, since it
pertains onli, to how the farmstead functioned.

For

instance, part of an interview focusea on the garden and
how it was planted

the remainder o: the interview

dealt with cutting timber and harvesting hay.

Research

on other farms in the Richlana community is necessary
before the relic survival concept can be vaZidatea.
Additional research is also necessary before my
data can be subjected to comparative analysis.

In "Some

Regional Characteristics of American Parmsteads," G. T.
Trewartha examines :armsteads in a regional framework and
attempts to construct a regional prototype Lased on land
5
use :cr crops, animals, and buildings.

Even though his

discussion does not include the upper South or the Kentucky
area, Trewartha identifies components for the farmstead
which are equivalent to the Family Unit and the Farm Unit
discussed herein, but he has no equivalent for the overall
L-shared pattern of the t?eeson farm.

It is possible to

compare my study with Trewartha's ana to speculate that
the L-shapea pattern of the Beeson farm is unique.

but

such speculation is both premature and invalia until
•.'urther research establishes the L-ahapea pattern as a
unique occurrence in the Richland community or as a

, apa:?ter-!otiL ex2,7r1c

ara.

intc.nt (

;:CP(

tO

cotrraratve

to euggest that 1:

t;:e rrlterl.a: on the ?Peso

cannot be et"fect:.,

of

:!an be placed in thc cont,

The materials relate

to this studz.,, contain in-

-Pormation on inZividual facets

t;'e Beeson farm.

Reports

on regional folk belies lZst the beliefs according to
sub,2ect categories without -lacing them in a functional
framework.'

!rown Collection of 27orth Carolina

The Fran;-

, Jontains rage after rage of beliefs

Folklore, Volume

which deal with rlant-'ng in the eigns of -Cie moon, but -there
is no discussion of the beliefs in operation.
wish to irrl

7

I do not

anzi criticism of the Brown collection or of

its purposP as an aid to the researcher in developing fri;'
Nor do:wish to imply that the planti

belief matorials.

beliefs contained herein validate those listed in the repor:
discussed above or

Th

t

beliefs o 4" the Beesons correoiond to those fc
material, :ut that material rrovideR no basis for comparing
funet:!onal framer..-crh contair.ed in

or corroborating

toric

Mater.fals
contain littic

an

farsteais.

77 es,

th! L:lack farmt-r

:'nforatien on t;H.7 ac,tua/ or,:pa•-•
.11::i
"7/1

fr. ',ha

deep South and with economic factors :
,utide of the
farmstead.

The Negro Farmer, written by Carl Xeloe

at

the turn of the twentieth century, emphasizes the tenant
farmer ana practicall:4 diemzsees the concert of an
independent farmer when the author concludes that ". .
the farms owned are so small that they do not suffice to
support the owners."8

Kelsey encourages the development

of a strong labor force of bla^ks in both industry and
agriculture.
Oliver Stone's "The Present Position of the Negro
Farm Population: The Bottom Rung of the Farm Ladder" is a
political treatise designed mainly to encourage President
Franklin D. Roosevelt's administration to direct part of
its farm programs to the black farmer.9
Negro

As

The Flantat2on

A Freeman by Philip A. Bruce is a political and

historical discussion of black tenants and farmers, but
Bruce fails to describe their lifestyles. 10

Whether

written as an apology or a demand, none of these materials
on the black farmer even remotely approach the actual
operation cf a black farmstead.
There is a wealth of material concerning the work
processes (e.g., broom-making, cui/ting, raising tobacco,
etc.) on the Beeson farm.

The Western Kentucky Folklore

and Folklife Collection contains many pro,4ects describing
such processes; however, this naterial was collected almost
exclusively 1,1
! beginning folklore students who were not

7

expected to deal with the total environment in which the
rrocesses occurred.

11

The published material on the individual processes
is also Largely descriptive.

For example, studies by

Charles S. g,1-;1.'e on corn and tobacco planting in the
Cumberland Valley are valuable for documenting the planting process followed there. 2

guthrie concentrates on

the imrortance of corn and tobacco in the area but aoes
not explain how these crops
pattern.

it into the total agricultural

Sam Hillard's article on the southern diet is

also instructive but does not place aiet within the total
Lifestyle of the region.

13

There are reasons for the lack of an overall
approach in the ruZ"lished materials.

First, a journal

has specific apace Limitations which usually
score of its articles.
and folklife-relate

Second, the tendency in folklife

research has been to document a

particular process because it exists --without corsiderig
why it exists.

geographers such as Fred Kniffen compare

building tyres in an effort to establish dispersal
ratterns.

14

Though Kniffen's research is concernea with

their uses, he does not fit the buildings into the
organic units in which they exist.

nis point, however,

is not meant to detract from the significance of Kniffen's
comparative analysis of origins and aiffusion of building
types.

Henry Classic's Pattern in the Material Culture

.4. the Eastern United States, following the trends set
2
by Kniffen in comrarative analysis, extenas its approach
to include buildings as well as many other aspects of
15
These comparative works, however,
material culture.
tend to focus on how an item is used rather than on why
the item exists.
The most valuable materialarelated to this study
of the Beeson farmstead are the works of Ceorge Ewart
Evans -- The Pattern Under tne Plow and Ask The Fellows
Who Cut the hau.

16

Having worked extensively as a field-

worker in East Anglia, Evans writes from a holistic
approach whicn reveals as much as possible about the
community in all its aspects and relates those aspects
to the totality of the community.17

Evans aetails in-

dividual proceases,customs, and beliefs without losing
hi a perspective on the totally functioning whole. Following the concerts and practices of Iorwerth C. Peate,
scholars such as J. Ceraint Jenkins and Evans are able to
present a single process from the framework of the folk
community as a whole.

18

In my interviews with Percy Beeson I explored
the characteristics of life on tne farmstead and then
utilizea this information to construct a picture of the
farmstead as a functional unit on a year-round basis.
This study therefore documents the Lifestyle on a small
black farmstead in the Richland community in Western
Kentucky.

9
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gro As A FreePhilip A. Bruce, The P7 )ta-'on Ne
ndit/on, and
-rac
Man: Observationr on His
"2ssacALuselts:
Prosrecte in Virginia (,
Corner House Publishers,
21.
The Western Kentucky Folklore and Folklife
Collection projects were helpful in clarifying Beeson 's
information on individual processes discussed in the
following chapters: Dennis Baird, "The Changing Methods
of Tobacco Farming," Western Kentucky Folklore and Folklife Collection, Western Kentucky University, Bowling
Hereafter cited as WKFFC;
Green, Kentucky, 1972-246.
Edward B. Bau, "Hog Killing on the Farm," WKFFC, 1970-12;
Nettie Ann Blair, "Preparation of Fruits and Vegetables
for Winter Consumption," WKFFC, 1970-278; Katherine
Rosser Martin, "The Preservation of Foods: A Study of a
Folk Tradition," WKFFC, 1970-181; .-''haron Smith Nation,
"Preserving Food," WEFFC, 1972-156; Tony Dian Perkins,
"Traditional Activities of Miss Addie Elliott," WKFFC,
1973-109; Mary L. Schmidt, "Canning and Preserving Food,"
WKFFC, 1972-608; Valerie Tr,4e, "Making Lye Soar," WKFFC,
1972-24.
If.
Charles S. Guthrie, "Cern: The Mainstay
Cumberland Valley," Kentur.L... Fo::. 7ore Record XII
Cumberland
pp. 87-91; "Tobacco:
-; (A..:-june, 1 96 P),
Kentucky Folklore
08-43.

of the
(1966),
Valley,
TT -

13. Sam Hillard, "op Meat ,7,:d Cornpone: Food Habits
in the Ante-Delium South," Droceedings of the American
Societu 110 February, 19e9), rr. 1-13.
14.

Fred

"Louisiana Rouse T,Jrce," Annals
:' American Geograrhers XXV:

. Henry Vassie, Pattern in the Material Culture
;tates (Phiradelphia: University
Easter.
7968).
of Tennsylvania

Ask
796:]).

''ovs

Fwart Evans, The Pattern Under the Plow;
Cut The
(London: Faber & Faber,

1 9. Alexander Fenton defines the holistic approach
for the .t*olklfe scholar: If we confine ourselves to a
study of material culture on a rational basis, it is useful
to begin with an inventorizirg, holistic approach, taking
a single unit such as a farm or craft, and going through
it as far as possible room by room, outbuilding by outbuilding, noting not on/14 architectural features but also
the contents of each room. By concentrating on the
kitchen and outbuildings, it is possible to (-et a detailed
understanding of the seasonal round of work nd the
economic status of the unit under study. Alexander Fenton,
"Material Culture as an Aid to Local History Studies in
Scotland," Journal of the Folklore Institute II (1965):
329.
18. For example, Lon Yoder's work on the Pennsylvania
Amish and German Communities. See Don Yoder, "Research
Needs in Pennsylvaniz ('hurch History." Pennsulvania
Folklife XVIII (Spring, 1969): frontispiece.

2.
th

the Beeson family begins

(ylose of t6;

War.

As with former slaves,

the only recorde devoted to Henry Beeson begin with
goy

records kept after freedom was

granted.

The oral traditions of t;-e family contend that

Henry Bteson was owned by Ben Beeson.
:

The farm where he

as a slave 7—s along the Mud River in Logan County,

tuckp.

Here, Henry Beeson was trained to be a workman,

the maker and repairer of fram and household tools and
eauipment.

After being granted his freedom, Henry Beeson

left the farm and assumed the surname of his former owner.
Henry Beeson left Logan County with his wife and
eight children.

Not far from the Logan County line in

Butler County and within the community known as Richland,
a group of ex-slaves had individually obtained enough
acreage to establish this settlement through the purchase of a
hundred-acre -Parr'.

Henry Beeson then purchased 7 irg-house

from a neighbor, Sua Belcher, and moved the structure tc
his new farm.

As a trained workman, Henry Beeson continued

to have his shop where he could make and repair the tools

necessary for his 'arr.
Four years after purchasing the farm, Henry
Beeson died.

rine cf his sons, Frank, took over the

reraining rayments on the land and continued the upkeep
of the farm with the help of his brother vorris.

In

October of 1881, Frank Beeson, with the consent of his
brothers and S isters, obtained the full legal rights to
1
the property.
Frank Beeson married sometime shortly after me
Civil War.

His wife, Betty, born in 1860, was a former

slave who had no memory nor record of her parentage.
Each of their nine chilaren, born every two years from
1877 through 1896, was born on the Beeson farm.

Two

children, Novella and Lissa, died while still of school
age.

Of the remaining seven children, four were to grow

up and leave Butler County, while the three younger
brothers remained and, like their father, took ur farming
in the county.
With the heir of his brother Morris, Frank ana
his wife Betty built the structures an
traditional processes on the farm.

maintained the

They planted and

harvested a variety of' crops such as wheat, barley, corn,
and tobacco, rlanted and developed an orchard, kept bees,
ana raised sheep, goats, hogs, and chickens.

Farm life

continued to function in this manner until 1911 although
all of the children but the youngest son had left home.

In 1913 ?'orris Beeson died,

na Frank, ,
"'ett;,, and their

youngest son were then without his

014

:Ynce and his help.

Two years later, in 191E, Frank Beeson was
seriously injured when a chir flew ur into hi.s already
ailing eyes:
He lived four years after he went
blind.
Well, he had bad eyes anyway.
He was choppin' and a chip flew up
cz,,' kit him in the eye. Put his eye
out.
His eyes always was weak so his
eyes went out.
He just could discover
dcmliaht.
So I stayed at home an' took care of
'im. All the other chillun' done
scattered out. They all scattered
out so I stayed thar an' took care
of him. Stayed there and took care
of my mother after he passed.6
Thus, Frank Beeson's blindness !eft the twenty-year-old
Percy Beeson the only able man in the house to work the
farm.

Of the other two Beeson sons who had remained in

Butler County, Hiram had married and was about to purchase
his own farm nearby, while Herschel lived in a neighboring
community but returned home to help set out and then
harvest the crops until the death of his mother in 19E0.
The three brothers worked closelu together only during
the tobacco season to harvest, prepare, and then take
their crops to market.
In 191J Fr2r7‹ Beeson died and ri

the

farm hc?ame Tercz,'s because he continued to live there
and work it.

He maintained the farm just as his father

ziuiit it, ana ne f.zn- nis motner continued most of te
traditional farming activities, although a few were discontinued (e.g., the raising of sheep and making molasses)
because it became increasingly diffz:cult for the two of
them to manage.

When Percy married Lonie Bryant of Logan

County, she took over many of the chores of the then
eighty-four-year-old Betty Beeson.
Percy actually bought the farm in 1960.

Wnen

Betty Beeson died, three of her children, including Hiram,
who encouraged the other two, contestea the legal turn-over
of the property to Percy.

Three of the other children,

with the help of Herschel, agreed to give their share to
Percy:
Herschel, an' Della, an' Lizza gave
their right to tneir part of it. :here
were three of 'em didn't give me their
share—Hiram, an' Jerdy, an' George.
My brother up here, Hiram, he nad it
put ur an' sold 2t MorgIntown at the
courthouse., An'
bought it in then
down ti-ere.''
The difficulty over ownership was finally resolve:a when
the property was put up for sale at the Butler County
courtnouse in vorgantown.

Only Percy and Hiram arrived

on the day of the sale and the two brothers bid against
each other until Percy won the bidding for a cost or
,1.
),400.

The three Frank beepon children who gave their

ororerty rights to Percy did not receive any payment, but
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each of the other three descendants received .%.700 as
their share crom the sale of the property.4
Percy and Lonie Beeson nad only one child,
Rochester, who from birth was unable to walk.

When

Rochester died at the age of six, his death ended the
possibility of further inheritance of the property within
the Beeson family.

In May of 1973, five years after his

wife's death and after he had suffered a long illness,
Percy Beeson sold the property to tne son of a write
neighbor.

:BE COMMUNITY
When Percy Beeson took over responsibility for
the family farm, the h'ichlana community was beginning to
show evidences of change.

The introduction of the auto-

mobile haa just occurred and was followed over the next
several years by the introduction of the gas-ariven
tractor and other heavy duty farm equipment.

The small

community of blacks in Richland was slowly disappearing
as sons and daughters moved away and the parents die
Finally, only Percy and his brother hiram remained in
Richlana.

The black church, the New Zion Church, and the

one-room schoolhouse were gone.

As the years went by,

=ewer and fewer of the local stores remained open, and
the last one closed its doors in 1973.
When the Frank Beeson family was growing up, the

Fi.Znd communIt, almost tota 7
wae an active area.

comrosed of farming

There were two schools,

one for t;:e white children and one for the black.

Both

schools were located next to their rspective schurches
three miles northeast from the Beeson farm:
Thar was a white folks church thar.
Our church was just a little bit
further up. It went by Richland,
too. But it was just a little
further ur on the hill thar. All
went by the same name. Our school
was jus' a little bit on this side
of the white school. Little bit on
this side of it, a little way.
The black school and church, located on property owned by
and leased from a white man, existed for a little over a
generation.

Percy Beeson was among the last grour of

about seven children tc attend the school, and he completed
only the first and second grades.
The country store was also a major center of
community activity.

Here products from the farm were

sold or traded, mail was picked up, and friendly visits
and the exchange of community news took place.

The

Beeson family frequented three country stores: the Demple
store, just the other side of the New Zion Church and
school; Boston store, one and one-half miles northeast
of the farm; and Turner Town, aprroxirateiy three miles
west by 'walking across and cutting through the fields.
The PemrZ,, store was farther away than the Boston store
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ana dia not offer the services of Turner Town.

They used

the Demple store only when they visited neighbors wno
lived near it.
The Boston store was important because it was
accessible.
•

The family frequently walked there

eggs and hens which were for sale or traae.

Betty Beeson sold her eggs and chickens at the store until
the early 1930s when the market for these products cease.:
In Later years, after they change everything up, got where we couldn't sell no
eggs, no hens. They wouldn't 1:i,
They wanted these brooder chickens,
The eggs,
claimed they tender an' al/.
they wouldn't buy 'em. They wanted
these brooaer chickens, claimed they
tender an' all. The eggs, tney wouldn't
buy eggs. An' chickens an' eggs, we
just had to ao the best we could with
our eggs. Maybe we sell a dozen to our
neighbors. People buy an' raisin' all
them brooder chickens. They kept them
up an' didn't let them out. Fed 'em a
new kind of feed an' al/. Claimed the
meat was tender an' our chickens, got
so they wouldn't buy 'em.6
Two other products continued to sell at the store—country
hams and brooms.

As the children grew up and left the

farm, the family occasionally sold an extra country ham
or two to the store.

Prank Beeson and each of his sons

made round-shared brooms during the winter; they sola tnese
in tne immediate neignbornood and at the Lioston store.
The money received from the sale of eggs, hens,
country hams, and brooms was an important part of their
economy because the zieeson family was cash poor.

7

Percy

earliest recollection

the income from these

:ducts is that eggs gold for ..:teen to twenty cento a
dozen, hams for twe,
L. Quarter each.

cents a pound, and brooms for

Because the crops grown on the farm were

consumed there, the income received from the Boston store
until the 193C's was extremely important to the Beeson
family.
Turner Town, named after the family who originally
owned the store, or Berry's Lick as it is now called, was
a major center for the Beeson family.

Each Saturday they

made a trip there by horse or on foot to pick up the mail
and to purchase groceries and supplies:
Well, I'd go lots a times on Saturday
an' get my mail. I walk ur thar sometimes . . . (it would take) about an
hour an' a quarter, sometkin' like that,
to walk. When I want to go in the wagon,
when I LYarna get anything go in the
wagon, then I go horseback ur thar.
My mail come over thar. I had to get
my mail once a week. I could a rut up
a box way back up thar, but I'd rather
Your mail would
go to the post office.
stay thar 'til you go get it. Stay
thar 'til you go an' get it.8
In addition, both the mil' and the 1l
at Turner Town.

smith were located

At one time a water mill was located near

the Beeson farm in the Richland communitl4.

.:0•7;:zec'j

operation late in the ninetPenth century.
mill at Turner Town became the milling center for the
community.

The Beeson family brought both their wheat and

corn to the mill to be ground.

The fee for this service

was one-tentn cf each bushel grouna.
their ground corn

They used some of

or chicken 4"eed and stored the remain-

ing portion as well as the wheat in
used salt and flour
barrels until the women needed it for cook
ing.
The blacksmith at Turner Town repaired
farm equipment, made plow points, and shoa
horses for the Beeson
family.

For many years, John Harrison was both
the

blacksmith and the mill operator
.

Late ir the fl30's,

tiarrison became quite ill and was
sick for a long time.
According to local accounte, when
he neared death his
body began to turn to stone:
John harrison used to do that up thar
at Turner Town. He run a blacksmith
shop up thar. he ain't livin' now.
Dead. he got sick an' he was ill so
long. They said ne turned to a rock _
before he died, he turned to a
rock.'1
Althougn harrison is best remember
ed for his ability as a
blacksmith, the story surrounding
his death also keeps
his memory alive.
The mill at Turner Town continued to
grind Percy's
'"lour and corn as late as 1967 when
it closed down.
According to .eeson, Turner Town "fin
alli played out an'
didn't have none (mill).

That's the way people had then;

go to town to get their work done.

Everything's in town."1 -0

The town to which ne refers is Morg
antown, the county seat,
located anrroximately twenty miles
northeast from the
farmstead.

Until the mill and blacksmith shop at Turner Town
closed, the Beesons did not travel the half-day journey
by mule and wagon to Morgantown with any regularity,
except in spring when a trip was mandatory to purchase
tobacco seeds and fertilizer for the crops.

When Turner

Town no longer rrovided the services necessary, Percy
Beeson rode with a neighbor into Morgantown because he
felt that a wagon and mule was no longer a safe combination on the highways.
For over ninety years, the Beeson family obtained
the services they needed an

marketed all of their crops,
In the spring,

except tobacco, in the Richland community.

they made a trip to Morgantown to purchase tobacco seeds,
ana in the fall they went to Russellville in Logan County
or to Bowling Green in Warren County to sell their tobacco
at a tobacco warehouse.

.5ince the family received the

Morgantown newspaper, it helped them determine '4:ether th
tobacco market in Russellville or the one in bowling Green
would bring the higher price for their crop.

In the

majority of cases, the price in Bowling Green was equal
to or better than that in Russellville.

This was so

frequently the case that Percy and his brothers, Biram
and Herschel, stopped going to Russellville at all about
1940.
The trip into Bowling Green to sell tobacco was
a well-planned and systematic enterprise.

The three

Beeson brothers, Hirar, Herschel, and Percy, transported
their indi:sidual crop's to tobacco in much the same manner
as their father had done when he was alive.

They loaded

all of the tobacco on one wagon and then hitched two teams
of horses to the wagon and set out at daybreak on the
day's journey to Bowling Green.

When they reached their

destination, one of the brothers returned home with the
second tear.

The other two went into town and left the

wagon load of tobacco at a relative's home where they
would spend the night.

Then they took the team to a local

livery stable for the night:
Ya, had to stay in Bowling Green for
a night. Take you all day long to
come from down thar. Be night when
you get up here from down thar. At
that time the roads was muddy. 2idn't
ha:7e no pikes. Jus' had pikes . . .
had one ur here at Bowling 3reen.
You hit the pike when you get up bore
at Kirkendahl's store up yonder. Then
we would send part of cur team back
home. Then they'd come on with part
of 'em. After we hit t&le pike up here
at Kirkendahl's store. 14
The next day they sold the tobacco and returned home.
Every year the brothers rotated as to which of them
stayed in town and which returned home with the second
tear of horses.
The death of Fett-, Beeson in 19.53 and t;:c subsequent legal difficulties over the ownership of the
Beeson farm brought an end to the brothers' cooperative
wagon journey into Bowling 3reen to sell their tobacco.
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=4cesrr :oao then forcEd to eeek c -4t neig;- bors to
;_zu? ;fe, '.7bzcco cror in
7;(._ P'c;-Zan

Bowling green.

commun';-ty was the center of focus

for the Seeson familu t;.roughout its history in Butler
Countu.

Fercy went elsewhere only when the services

necessary for the functioning of the farm were no longer
available within the community.

Because he believed

that his traditional method of transportation by horse
or mule was unsafe on the roads, he increasingly relied
on his neighbors, particularly Lonzo McKinney., for
transportation into Morgantown.

However, until Beeson

was forced to leave the farm due to ill health in 1972,
he was still able to commute hy himself to Turner Town
where he cont:nuci to rurchase suprlies, rick ur his
mail, and visit each Saturday.

His focus remained within

the Richland community and turned outward only when his
farming needs could not he met.

TEE FAPMSTEAD
The Beeson farm consisted of one hundred acres
of land of which sixty-two acres were tillable and the
remaining thirtu-five acres were woods, with approximately
three acres set aside for the building complexes.
Originally, Kerry Beeson purchased a log house and
transported it to the new homestead.
tool shed where he kept his tools.

He also built a
While Brank Beeson

was running the farm, he replaced the original buildings

. L

an

added all of the other structures, except tne

chicken hovers and hog houses wnich were addea later by
Percy.

Frank completed the building complexes by 1905,

which was approximately the time Percy Beeson finished
the second grade.
The pattern of the farmstead can be called an L
unit and is based on the fencing--both slat and barbed
wire--which encloses t,.e -"armstead. 1 2

..
dithtn this overall

L-shapea fence unit, there are adaitional fences which
were constructed to separate the functions witnin the
farmstead as well as to define the divisions of labor
within the Family and Farm units.

The overall pattern

of building construction by Frank Beeson was the Family
Unit and the Farm Unit.

The Family Unit includes the

house, the kitchen, the smokehouse, and the chicken house.
These buildings constitute an indented linear scheme
making un the top baseline of the L pattern.

:he Farm

Unit includes the feed barn and tobacco barn which are
set on an uphill gradient of six hundred feet and complete
the length of the L unit.

Percy Beeson continued the

L pattern with the construction of the three hog houses.
Tc discuss the farmstead constructively it is
necessary to break down the overall L unit into its functional parts.

Such a break aown can be accomplishea by

utilizing the inner pattern of fencing as a separation
of the divisions of labor for the men and women in the

.7urveu of t;le Beeson Farmstead

family.

Of tke seven functional parts, the Family Unit

--A, b, and C-- was the area where the women rerformed
most of their traditional labors.

The remaining four

varts, the Farm Unit--D, E, F, and G, were the areas
where the men traditionally did most

their work on

the farmstead.
The Family Unit centers around the house and is
located about twenty-five feet up from a spring which
This unit consists of sub-unit A:

flows year-round.

the hen house, kitchen, and smokehouse; sub-unit B: a
fenced-in well; and sub-unit C: the chicken house and
chicken hovers.

The date of construction for the Family

Unit is unknown, excent that the kitchen, well, and
house were built prior to the birth of Percy Beeson in
2895.

The chicken house and smokehouse were built after

1896, since Percy, born in 1895, is able to remember
their being constructed when he was a young child.
The method of construction for all of the builaings, except the chicken house, was the work-in.

A

work-in was a means of obtaining help for constructing
builaings.

The head of a household notified his neighbors

that on a certain day work would begin on the construction
of a new building.

Those neighbors who were able to

attend gathered on the morning designated and contributed
their labor:

ii

I had a little work-in that come in
thar. Oh, I invite my neighbors in
thar. They come in thar. People used
to have 'em when they had somethin'
they couldn't do. You could invite
'em in an' they come in an' help ya;
help ya fix your house up. Give 'em,
have a dinner, have to feed 'em.
have a work-in thar, have a dinner.
Give 'em their dinner.."
A successful work-in completed the structure by sundown
of that one da?.
because the majority of structures were built by
the work-ins within a generation, most of them follow the
same principles of construction--limestone field rock
foundations, white oak log structures with saddle notching, ana white oak split shingle roofs.

Percy Beeson

added a later improvement in the 1940's when he put metal
roofing on all of the buildings except the hen house and
the hog houses.

Although the buildings bear similar

marks of construction, their function and their usefulness
rrecluded, and even prevented, a drab sameness for the
armsteaa.
In suo-unit A, the house, with its mortared san
stone chimney on the south gable and its single entry at
the front, was originally built as a story ana one-half
14
single pen cabin.
It remained in this form until 1961
when

Percy Beeson made some striking alterations.

he

built a black oak story and one-half addition onto the
north gable end of the house and equipped the Lower floor
with electricity.

The lower floor, with a door at both
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The Beeson Kitc;len

tne front and rear, then served as the new kitcnen ana
the unrer-half story provided storage space.

Percy aid

not add plumbing facilities to tne house.
Located next to the house is the original one
ana one-ha/f story single ren kitchen which has a single
entryway in the front. 1 45

This kitchen has an unmortared

sandstone chimney with a fireplace opening on the lower
level.

:he chimney was rZaced at the rear of the

structure to provide more work area inside.

There is no

erlace orening on the second level which was also used
for storage space.
The smokehouse is located beside the kitchen ana
has two unique features.16

Percy replaced the original

hinges on the door which serves as the single entranceway
with horsechoes adapted to his specifications by the
local Olacksmith.

The roof is of particular interest

because, unlike those of the two structures mentioned above,
it extends two feet over the entranceway to provide protection from the inclement weather for anyone using the
building.

It is reasonable to sug.gest that the smokehouse

has suca a roof extension because the work centered nere
was not completed exclusively inside the building but
rather involved carrying items in and out of the structure.
The only component of sub-unit b is the well wnicn
Provided the family drinking water.

While sub-unit A was

unaer construction, Frank veeson hired a man namea "Uncle"

Jim Phillips to witch for water.

Phillivs told Frank

Beeson that ne would not have to dig down far on the spot
he selectea to find water.

Only ten feet aown, nowever,

solid rock stopped the digging, and attempts to blast
through the rock nroved unsuccessful:
. . .Built our house by that spring
tnar. They tol' him that spring
never did go dry an' he built tnar.
Then my Daddy built a well tnar in
the yard. An' they hit a big rock
an' they tried to blast through but
the water come in so fast the:i never
could blast through. So tnat well
tnar in the yard ain't but about ten
foot deer. It stands to three foot
in water all the t:me. Plenty of
water in it.17
This shallow well surplied a continual source fcr limestone, or hard, water for the family to drink.
A second well was aug shortly thereafter about
two hundrea feet south from the house outside of the
total L-shaned unit.

This well provided soanstone, or

soft, water for the family's cooking needs.
The sole structure in sub-unit C is the hen nouse. 18
The tar paper and wcod roofing were used because tney were
least expensive ana coula be easily replaced if necessarj.
ine roof extends a foot and a half over the front of the
hen house and tnus provides protection from the weather in
the same way and for the same function as that of the
smokehouse.

There are three entrywaus--one for Dne Beesons

and two for the cnickens.

In the urper right nana corner

of the building is one orenin2 from which a pole ran to
tne ground.

A chicken on the ground coula climb tne pole

and enter the chicken house.

The otner opening for the

chickens is near the base of tne structure and the chickens
were able to reach it from grouna level.

:his entrywaj

was frequently kept closed to prevent "varmits,

such as

fox s, raccoons, and opossums, from entering and killing
the hens.
The chicken hovers scattered over an area near
the hen house were used to house and protect a mother hen
and her newborn chickens.

The hovers,

Li
A

weatherboarding,

surplus metal roofing placed over their reaks.
The Farm Unit

E, F, and G, consists of two

barns, one storage shed, and three hog houses.

The two

barns served tne traditional function of the feed Darn
and tie tobacco barn respectively.

The feed barn is located

closest to tie house ana is a corn crib in the center with
three additions."

The north wing served as a storage

shed, while the south wing was an additional storage area
and held part of the yearly corn crop.
served as a wagon shed.

Tie rear addition

The central section of the barn,

raised two feet above the ground, functioned as the storage
area for corn.
in black oak.

The feed barn is completely weatherboarded

The tobacco Darn is constructed of wnite oak and
contains three additions.2°

The central section was tne

traditional tobacco Darn, the north wing servea as a feed
area, and the south wing Jae another storage area for hay.
Tne addition on the rear of the central section has a gate
on the north end whicn facilitated eiter the storage of
the wagon during tobacco season or the storage of other
''arm equipment during other seasrns.

The north and rear

additions are weatherboardea; the south wing is covered
with split-log siding.
The storage shed and hog houses in the Farm Unit
were built simply ana with an eye towara utility.

The

storage shed, located near the tobacco barn, is built of
white oak logs covered wit' black oak weatnerooaraing.
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To help preserve this small but important structure, the
roof was re-covered with metal at the same time tnat such
roofs were put on tne barns.

The hog houses were the

last structures built on the farm and were constructea cy
Percy Beeson.
Two of the hog houses were built in the 1940's
from weatherboarding tnat was replaced on the house.

ooth

are rectangular in shape wit n a flat wooden roof built
against a fence, and both have a single entry on their
north siae.

The third hog house was also constructed in

the 1.940's from the remaining good pieces of log that were
replaced in tie smokehouse.

l'ne single entry was built on

the west siae of tne structure.

The overall cruaeness

in appearance of the hog houses, in comparison with the
other structures on the farm, is perhaps best understood
in view of the fact that Percy Beeson provided some form
of shelter for the hogs only during the fattening process
and previous to slaughtering them.
The uniqueness of the heeson farmstead does not
lie solely in the structures described above; its uniqueness also derives from the integrating factors which made
it a functioning unit.

By understanaing the totality of

life as it existed on this farm, it is easy to perceive
the remarkable singularit

o: the heeson farm.

On the farm the separation of labor was fundamental.

Each member of the family had certain tasks to

perform, and these tasks were distributed by age and sex
during the early ?fears of the farm's operation.

As the

number of individuals Living on the farm dwindled, tne
sole criterion for task distribution became sex.

As a

standing rule, the heavier work was delegated to the men,
while the lighter work was performed by the women.

?ost

of the work done by the men was in the Farm Unit; the
work done by the women was in the Family Unit.22

however,

the unit boundaries for tasks were not always static
because some duties regularly required tnat both the men
ana the women work in the Farm Unir or in the Family Unit.
The seasons aictatea the nature of the tasks as
well as their rricrity at a given time.

For example,

broom-ma:‹ing hac! little value durf.ng

rring when the

needed to 1e scvn and the carden had to he readie.
To understand the Beeson farm ao a functioning unit it ie
necessary, therefore, to _ietone
forme(' during a given season, who
ther!, ana where thei; were rerforrr,

(IP
",,

rapr,irp.;!-Ip for
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22. I am aware of the inherent problems in basing my
discussion of the women's work on information obtained
from a man. The women who lived on tne Beeson farmstead
- he
are deceased, but since their work was essential to t
totally functional unit, it is important that it be
presented nere. I suggest that similar stuaies in the
Rich/and community sold utilize female as well as male
informants.

CHAPTER II
THE- FAMILY UNIT
The Spring Season
The family's food supply and home inaustry were
prepared in the Family Unit.

The women of the household

supervised and carried out these activities in ever?
instance, except that of broom-m2king which will be dishe onset of these yearly duties occurred

cussed later.

in the spring wnen it was necessary to renew the family's
food and crop supply.
The most important of the renewal activities for
the women was the preparation and planting of the family
The garden crops supplied, along with meat,

garden.

wheat, and corn, the mainstay of the family diet throughout the year.

In early Marc, Percy Beeson brought his

mule ana plow to just below the house and plowed one-half
acre of ground.
tree rows.

He then laia off the ground ana preparea

When he had compietea these tasks, the women

vegan their work.
As soon as the ground was dry, the women sowea
their arring turnips and parsnips in alternating rows.
In sowing the parsnips, they used ashes from wood burnea
in the fireplace during winter.

because the parsnip

seeas were light and the fully-grown parsnips would

not be ready to remove until fall, the ground could not
become packed.

To protect the parsnips, the women first

placea the seeds down the rows and then lightly sprinkled
the uncovered parsnip seeas with ashes.

The ashes pre-

vented the ground from packing and from thus ruining the
parsnips.

Then they lightly covered the seeds and ashes

with dirt.
The women planted the remainder of the garden in
April or May, depending on the weather.

Their largest

variet:! of a single crop was beans--bunch, stick, butter,
pinto, and Navy or northern.

The women planted beans

during the month of April, when the sign of the moon was
in the arm of the human body according to the almanac.
The rurrese of planting them when the sign was in the arm
was to insure a larger crop.

The beesons believed that

if their beans were not plantea in the proper sign the
bean plants would have many vines but few actual beans.
If the sign lasted for three aays, they preferred planting on the third day of that sign because that was the
day Christ rose from the dead:
Three days in a row. I guess the
third day would be tne best day, yes.
That's the day Christ raised, the
third day. That's the day Christ riz.1
The Beesons felt that they would have better luck with
their crops by planting on the third day.

however,

because the women grew such a large variety of beans,
their planting reouired the use of all three days of

the arm sign, and frequently they continued their work
into the next few days following tnat sign.

They also

rlantea cucumbers, spring onions, and radisnes when the
sign was in the arm and for the same reasons.
The women likewise planted cabbage, lettuce,
tomatoes, sweet corn, and potatoes according to the
appropriate signs of the almanac.

They planted cabbage

and lettuce in tne erring when the sign was in the head
because these two products resemble the shape of a head.
After first sowing tomatoes in a planting bed on St.
Patrick's Day, March 17, they transplanted them to the
garden sometime in early May but without particular
guidance from the almanac.

The other two crops srecifi-

cally planted by the signs were eating corn, or "roastin
ears," and potatoes:
Well, I always planted it on dark moon,
when I always like to plant corn.
Plant it on dark moon it won't grow
so tall an' the ear will be low and
down and plant it on the light of the
moon it will grow up tall. Ear be
way up high. I always liked to plant
it on the dark moon.
I would plant 'tatas on the dark moon.
When I like to plant 'em. Oh, tney
wouldn't grow so tall. The vine
wouldn't be so high if you planted on
the dark moon. Have a low vine.
Planted on the Light of the moon, it
woad grow ur tall. Have a tall vine.2
They planted both crops in April on the dark or full moon
to produce a full yield.

Utilizing the correct sign in-

sured stalks full of corn ears arranged low on the stalk

and short rotato vines with larger numbers of rotatoee
per vine.
In the fail the women planted potato onions.
Shortly after election day in November, theu planted the
seeds in the ground an

then covered them with straw to

prevent their freezing in winter.

In March, when the

weather was warmer, the women removed the straw and
Then, within a

worked the ground around the onions.

month, the family had its first crop of onions.
The planting of each of the garden crors was
only the beginning of the work involved.

The women

worked the ground continually to prevent an unwanted
crop of weeds.

They were also kert busy "bugging" the

garden, or trying to keen damaging insects out of it.
,here were two methods of bugging.

For most bugs, the

omen gathered parts of bushes and Literally swert each
row, chasing the bugs out row by row.
out.

"You whun them

Get ya some busnes an' whur th.em the way they come

in and they'll leave."

The method for eliminating the

terrapin bug was more difficult.

Witn a bucket in one

hand, the women walked along the rows and shook the
taller plants so the bugs would .=all into tneir buckets.
"Them el' terrapin bugs, take you a bucket an' knock
them of in your bucket.

ur."4

tiake you a -"ire an' burn them

Then they carried the buckets to an awaiting fire

near the garden and emptied the vuga into the fire.

Tie

only way to eliminate tne terrapin pugs was to burn tnem.
With the introduction of chemical spraying on the beeson
farm shortly after ;-'orld War II, these particular pugging
processes were no longer necessary.
The careful planting and constant upkeep of the
garden was the major concern of the women during the
spring season because the family depended on the garden
products to survive the winter.

nowever, :here were

other duties related to food surrii, and tnus to the
Family Unit which required daily attention in the spring
as well as in the other seasons.

Two of the most import-

ant such duties were tending to the chickens and to the
milk cows.

betty Beeson, and later Lonie Beeson, raise.

approximatelyone hundred New nampshire and Wyandott
chickens.

Each morning the chickens were fea from fee,,

stored in the kitchen.

They gathered tne eggs in a

basket made for this purpose by an uncle in Logan County,
Xentucky.

In the years when the Beeson family was large,

several dozen eggs were always kept for nome use ana the
remainder were sold, hut as the uears passed and the size
of the family dwindled the number of eggs necessary for
home use declined and thus toe available for sale
increased.

Each week the Beesons made several trips to

the store at Boston to sell eggs.

In thc 1930's when,

for reasons discussea earlier, the Boston store stopped
buying eggs Betty Beeson had to sell her eggs as best

she coula within the immediate neighborhood.

Those eggs

which were not used on the farm nor sold to the neighbors
were simply thrown away.
Twice a year, once in the spring and once in the
fall, they sold some of the older hens to keep the chicken
flock numbering around one hundred and to bring in some
money for their needs.

They killed the young chickens,

which freauently graced the dinner table, by wringing off
their heads.

In their later years the Beesons lcarnca

that their neignbors were killing cnio,?:ens by hanging them
upside down and cutting their throats to make the meat
more tender:
My Mom would kill 'em most the time.
Sometime I would help her kill 'em.
Young chickens just wring their heads
off. Just wrung their heads o:f.
Sometimes you coul:, cut their heads
off. Some people now hang 'em up an'
cut the throat, but I never did kill
'em. That keeps from bruising 'em.
You know a chicken you cut his heat
off an' he jump. Throw him down on
the ground an' he jump 'til he die.
That's bruise them up. Some pe9ple
hang 'em un an' cut the throat.'
Although the Beeson family knew of this other way of
killing chickens, they never departed from their own and
familiar method.
betty Beeson always had two roan cows which she
kept in the area arouna the tobacco barn.

As rart of tier

morning chores, she walked back to the tobacco oarn ana
hana milked her cows.

In the evening, she repeated this

process.

During the years when the Peeson chi Zdren were

- the
Iving on the farm, one of the c:;er chilJrer ha!
chore of milking the cows.
The Beesons used all of the milk rroducc3d on the
farm for lrinking or for cooking or making butter.

The

women made the butter in a stone churn in the kitchen.
They poured milk into the churn and covered it with the
lid.

One of the daughters, or Betty in later years,

worked the milk with the dasher.

As the milk began to

foam they added one to three diprers of hot water, derending on the creamy duality of the milk:
Well, ya, they made butter. They had
milk. Pour in milk in thor. They
didn't skim the cream off then like
they do now. They let the cream stay
on the milk. Pour it all in thar
together. Had a stone churn an' a
stone tor on it. Had a wooden dasher
in it. Raise that up an' down an'
When it started
churn up an' down.
foamin' put hot water in it. Put
a dipper full. If that didn't do
put in another dipper full an'
maybe you'd have to put in three
dippers of water before you got
through churnin'. If it was in a bad
stage, it take more water to cool it
down where the butter would come.6
When the butter formed, the women removed it from the
churn, saueezea out the excess milk, and added salt.

The

excess or remaining milk was butt rmilk which the famiZu
They pressed the butter in

drank or used
one-round molds

sol -F all but a round or two, which

they kept for ;Lome use, to the Po.,ton store.

$7

By the

1.930s, as was the case with tne egg sales, the Boston
store stopped buying butter and Betty deeson turnea to
selling her butter in the neighoornood.
The garden esre'Cially, and the chickens and milk
cows as well, kert the Beeson women busy throughout the
srring season.

)ortant yearly duty for the
Another im,

women which also occurrea in the spring was the making
of soap.

They prepared the soap supply from grease and

from ashes saved from the winter fire in the house. Frank
Beeson, and later Percy, constructed the ash hopper:
:ake a good long wnile to make an
You got to make your
ash hopper.
to rive them out.
got
You
bouras.
thar an'
boards
feet
three
Take
make an asn hopper. Then you got
to dig your trougn cut. Get evertthing ready. Set that hopper up.(
Then the women filled the V-shared hopper with ashes anu
added water.

The leached ashes or lye dripped into a

kettle located at the end of the hopper:
Put the asnes in the hopper thar.

Fill that ur full of ashes then.
Pack them ashes down. Then you
rour water on thar. It'd take a
week afore you start that up to
You have a kettle sittin'
drirpin'.
on a rock fer to catch it. A
bucket or somethin'. Catch it in
thar. You drip all that out. Get
enough to make your soap.8
This leaching process reauired the continual addition of

water and took about tnree weeks--one Week for the lye
to form and two weeks for the ashes to completely leacn.
They comoined the

lye

wit' grease left over from

kitchen use or from slaughtering hos and boiled the
mixture which they tested for strenath with a chicken
feather:
Have a big ol' kettle. Put your
grease in thar. Then rut that Lye
in thar make you soap. Take a
chicken featner an' see how stron2
tnat lye is. If it eat all that
fur o -s*f that feather it'd be too
strong. You'd nave to weaken it
down a little bit. Pour some water
in it an' weaken it down a little.'
When the soap was the correct strength an.' thickness,
the women removed it frum the fire and stored it in a
wooden container:
V. plad jelly.
They wouldn't cake
:hey had a jelly soap. just put
it in a barrel or keg. just dip
your hands in thar, get your hands
full of soap, an' put it on your
clothes. ;et ready an' take y.ou a
oucket an' get you some soap Cr.'
wash your clothes."
In later years Lonie iieeson purchased concentrated lye
which theu added to the grease to make their soap.

This

eliminated the process of leaching the ashes to rroduce
11
With the close of spring, the Leeson women turned
their attention to the kitchen wnere they preserved the
garden products ana fruits for winter storage and use.
:he .5ummer Season
Inc summer season in the Family Unit was primarily
devoted to food storage acti3ities.

For many years, tne

women preserved fruits from the orchard ana vegetables
-rom the qarden.

After the death o: '.rank Beeson, Percy

ana his mother found it increasingly difficult to maintain the orchard until finally several years of severe
weather and Zack of care totally destroyed it.
The orcnard was located ,-;ust west of the her.
house and contained aprle, plum, peach, and pear trees.
In addition to these fruits, the women also gathered
blackberries and, in the fail, persimmons from tne wooas.
The major process for perserving the fruits was drying.
Just before the apples, for example, were ready to be
picked, the men built a scaffold, an elevated platform
made of wood, in front o: the kitonen.

When the apples

were ripe, the women piceed tnem an,, then placea them on
the scaffold to dry:
!fama would dry
Dried the fruit.
us
children would help
the fruit an'
an'
cut
up apples an' put
peel arles
fOe
a
scaffold an' rut 'em
'em up.
ur on top.'
Lach evening they gathered th,, fruit off the scaffola to
Prevent its becoming discolorea by the aew ana returned
it to the scaffold in the morning.

:his rrocess was re-

peated for each crop from tne orchara.
. ,
Although they dried most of the fruit, the women
canne, some of the peacnes ana plums.

When they brought

the fruit to the kitchen, tney washea and peelea it, then
cut it up ana cored it, ana finally place- it in a eettle

to cook on the wood-burning stove.

nhile the fruit

cooked down they readied tho canning ,4ars by erroking
them with sulfur.

"Smoke 'em in sulfur.

can 'em that way.

.1.3
That would keep 'em."

Seal 'em up an'
When the

:'rut was ready they rut it in the sulf:red jars and
allowed the hot

to cool briefly.

Then they spar-

ingly poured melted wax into each ;far to cover and
rreserve the fruit.
When each crop of fruit was reaay for storage,
the women took it upstairs in the house because tnere was
no storage cellar.

They placea all of their canned gooas

. •
and dried fruits along the west wall of the upper floor
so the heat from the chimney would keep them warm during
the col-' winter.

They wrapped the dried fruits in quilts

and also ceverea the canned items with quilts to help
keep them from freezing.
During t e time tne fruits from the orchard were
being rreserved for winter storage, the late crops in the
garden were also ready to be picked and prepared.

Tho

eeeson women grew a large variety of beans which were
allowed to dry out in the garden.

After they picked and

shelled the beans they set aside some of each variety as
seed for the following year's garden.

These beams were

treated with either coal oil or turpentine to keep out
the .1•14ps:

Puas would cet in

an' 7iou'd have
Keep out
ore of
to scald 'em•
enough to plant. rcal2
you gonna
Then that will kill the bugs.
' ,'hat you gonna keer to plant you
wouid put in coal ciZ (kerosene) or
turpentine or sorethin' like that to
kill the buas. 14

hey separated the beans by type and placed the?- in
'uckets or sacks which were set under a table in the
kitchen and covered with guilts.

Freauently during the

"ate summer and in the fall, bugs got into the bean
buckets and the women had to scald the beans in hot
water before they were used in cook ng.
The ra,4or garden crops which the women canned
were sauash and tomatoes, and their method for canning
these iters was the same as that used for the fruits.
After they brought the squash into the kitchen and cleaned
it, then they cut it into pieces and cooked it.

Next they

placed the cooked squash in canning jars smoked with
sulfur, added a little salt, and finally sealed each ,-;ar
with a lid.

They covered the winter squash with au;its

and stored it on the upper floor with the other food.
Tomatoes were the most difficult crop to can
because they spoiled aulckly if not properly prepared.
The women were esrecially careful to remove the cores

fror

the tomatoes:
You got to cook 'em. Peel 'em.
Take all that core out of fem, an
cook 'em. That core, you want to
.66

all thar C'OPC -,74t
That .-!orc w;.,:zt make 'em ercil.
You
to get that cove out.
reel "Pr, an' get all that core
out. 1
, tomatoes wre in the jars, 7,7t;z a littl
Once th,

salt,

they sealed the jars with lids and took the canned
tomatoes to the food storage area in the house. sweet corn, cabbage, and cucumbers were preserved
• brine.
In
each year.

The Feesonr rlanted

wc crops of sweet corn

Though they ate some of each crop as soon as

it was ready, they put up the ma!or portion in brine.

In

the yard of the Family Unit, they shucked the corn and
then took it into the kitchen where they rrepared the
brine wit;' salt brought from the smokehouse and placed in
a two-gallon stone jar.

The women added water to the salt

and then rut the corn in the brine:
If you wanted to put up roastin'
ears you could cut it off. Pickle
it in brine. Put it up in brine
in a stone jar. Cover it ur in
salt an' you'll have a brine on it.
Tie it up an' set it bacico then 'til
you got ready to use it.
The; stored the corn in the kitchen until fall when they
moved it upstairs in the house to prevent its freezing.
When the women wanted to have corn for a meal, they remo)ei whatever they needed from the jar, soaked out the
salt, and t;/en cooked the corn with sugar and bacon grease.
A brine was also necessary to produce sauerkraut
and pickles.

The Beesons used an eight-gallon stone jar

for making their sauerkraut:

Used to rah, 'Pr.au 4 an' rut i t ur
ir. :'ore
2n brie in a big atone
peorle rut '4- uT- in little jars.
She (Betty Beeson) used to put hers
in a eight-gai7or ,;ar. Tut sauerkraut in brine to keep it.17
The process for making pickles out of cucumbers was soreThe cleaned cucumbers soaked for several

what different.

weeks in a brine of salt and water rrepared in a two-gallon
stone ,Iar:
Used to rut rickles up in brine an'
salt. That's the way people used
to put 'em ur. They've got a
different way now. Used to rut ur
cucumber rickles in brine. Make
it out of salt an' water. Keep 'em
in brine 'til you got ready to eat
'em an' then you soak 'em out. Take
'em out an' soak 'em out. An' then
rut 'em in vinegar. Let 'em set for
a while. Let 'em set an' in a day
or two they would get good. Be
ready to eat.18
When the women removed the pickles from the salt brine,
theu placed tiler In vingar tc sour for two dos, and after
two lays in the vinegar, the pickles were ready to eat.
onions and potatoes were not stored ri'th the other
garden craps.

In

z.tlz4, when both items were ready, the

: spread them
Beeson women .114-.7 them out of the grovn: 11-1,
out in the yard to dr:..

Each evening, aP with the fruit,

they gathered up the onions ani took them to the kitchen
to present dew from spoiling them:
Spread 'em out in the sun to dry.
Rave 'em lay out thar an' dry up.
Have a place to put 'em in the
smokehouse. Put 'em in thar an'
spread 'Pm out then. Finish dryin •
out. Sometimes qsme of 'em will
rot. hot often."

After the o: Tons drie

for ,

women rlace.5 4- 1-.-!m in teomo

the remainder of the week, and the
with old auiZts.

! fcr

r'cuoc

they covered them

The onions rtmainer:1 in the sm-,kehouse

until needed during the winter.
They also collected the potatoes after two daus
and nut those which would be eaten before winter in a
burlap sack and store:: the sack in the feed barn.

They

rlacel the remaining notatces in a hole dug near the
kitchen and covered the hole with dirt and grass and
boards:
Oh, you dig a hole out here in the
ground. Put you some grass around
it. Then put them 'taters in thar
an' Cover up with grass. Then rut
some boards over them. Then cover
'err with dirt. That keep 'em from
freezin'. Then when you want 'taters
durin' the winter, you go over there
an' open that hole an' get you out
some 'taters an' cover the hole back
u.20
As the family required notatoes during the winter, they
removed the boards and dirt, took a sack of rotatces out
of the hole, and re-covered the re"'ai':ina ones.
placed the sack of potatoes uretairo in the house where
the rotatoes would keep until needed.
Turing the bur:4 summer seaeoa, the women freauent/:i
carried the noon meal to the men working in the fields.
Pesides breakfast with its eggs, rice or oats, country ham
or bacon, biscuits and gra:.y, the noon meal was the ma,:or
meal of rho Za.

The evening meal always consisted of
f?

cauoe the *cen t-ea7

frcrr the no,_

,

wae the rrost i,,rrortant
the 4iet o+" the 5eeeon faril
o

,
,
as well as the siani-' can

tho eur,rer food preraration and storage.
the r?orning, the women rre area

the noon meal.

(2 1.•el ei-;er sweet cakes mae wit;

The

arrle ries

sorghum, fruit or corn pies, or •

71'

cooked some varietz, of meat--owl, ham, goat,
along with ,cgetables such as corn, tomatoes, squash, or
greens and rotatoes.

fried or hard-boiled

Occasionall

eggs and canned or dried fruit were a:ec Included in the

When the noon meal was rea

the? r7a,-.ed it in a

basket and carried it, along with a bucket of water, to
the field:
Well, she (Betty Peeson) would
brng my dinner out there lots a
times, when I was workin' out.
Bring it in the field to me. She
would have them wrapped ur an' rut
'em in a basket. They would stay
warm 'til she got ther0.22
Wken te men finished their meal the women gathered
-:7,vers in the
A

and returned to the kitchen.
rerformed

during the sze7rer wre rnd
over th( :'e-zr.

heeige o's t;:c

u the women

:71fected l .

The

a1

on

and winter seasons in the

3eeson far- were devoted to activities within the
house, ex

When

rt for the daily feeding of the animals.

the weather prevented outdoor activity, thE. farriZ

and makina brooms.

kina

worked i

member.The

..411a

quiltinp rrocess wa
Wai; SOZ

,,or7er;
as- 'or r,,,t7 ,

t,7 roprons77bi7-fty of the men.
„ the Beesons rlanted two rows of
ricked the cotton in t7 1-7c.
e ard to dry for several aa;.s.

•

?our JuiZt.'
Then thezd wrarred t;:e cotto

in

uf7ts and stored ft in

the house untiZ th? were real? to beg:'n auilting durina
the

aZZ and winter.

UUr.- alAia,

readied o:urina th

surrcr serve ,d f

auilt:
well, she would work on her auilt.
Piece Quilt. Make up guilt an' se -2
'em together. Then she would guilt
'em during the fall an' winter. The?
sell none of them. 2Z
All of th-.? quilts were made for

stored fruits and vepeta addition to Quilting, the !,,omen aceo epent some oj
knitting, and making clothes.

The

frr each of these tasks were rurc.
the t-

i)oie

the crops
The income derived from the sale of brc - , as w
znd butter, provided them
necessary to pa:4 taxes and purchase items which could not
he traded for

fertilize

shoes, and cloth).

Foth

",
,nre Beeson and Frank Beeson understood the significance
home iniustr:4 when the's taught their sons the art
of making brooms:
: learned when I was a child. My
We all
.7add:, was a broom-maker.
brooms.
He
learned how to make
f.r:?

'em t a t ikinia
e -hap the,.
e a 17't

.4

Perc:,, - co, understood his father's :oresht.
:he men

the Beeson •

77.4 had a ready market

fop their brooms within the immediate neighborhood and
*ho P<7., tor store.
,ach.

The brooms usually sold for a

From the 1930's onwar,'

-ercu Beeson not

,7nly sold his brooms at the Boston store and in the
eurrounding neighborhood but also at the Sugar Grove
'er County.
arcy left
his farm in 197:
Though they proaucea tneir broorw
within the Family Unit, the Be.,,son men vi
b,
rem corn in the Farm Unit during the summer.

In

planted two rows of broom corn aroud the field
In later summer, the broom corn was ready
To prevent the straight straws from becoming bent and twisted by the wind and rain, it was
extremely important to cut this corn hu hand at its base
as soon as it was ready.
the ptrono determ-'rod

The Length and straightness

he degree of rerfction for eac ,
itized bent straw, ;:e would ha:,

iop.•

impossible, to sell

—

.ted him to make broom.;

After

t;:

Opoom Cul.n the men laid it out

-.)1 the sun. The sun'll
S'ure
It's stay out thar. Dry
cure
you strir the corn
ur. _
o''" ft. After you cure it an'
get the see(-:? off. 7-C1l your corn
Then your
off. Get the seed .
corn'll be ready.26 •
- 44

They cut the drie;'

s by both shaking

of the stalk and

their hands down it.

After

ing these seeds in a sack for the following year's
,
crop, they bunched the broom corn, tied it with rope,
and hung it from the rafters in the feed barn for further
drying.

When cold weather arrived they moved the broom

corn from the feed barn to the house where it was stored.
The men cut most of their broom handles from
debarked black or red oak limbs to measure approximately
thirty inches in length and one to one and a half inches
around.

Some or the broom handles they purchased at the

country store in Turner Town.

Each morning they brought

downstairs only enough broom straw for a day's work.
The brocm-making rrocess took arrroximately one
an

a half hours for each broom.

Fercu first removed the

broom corn from the stalk 1y cutting at an angle all hut
arrv.ex:,natel',, four inches of the sta!P from the broom
at

he r. laced the straw in 2 bucket of water
4-- -,?kr, +;., stray rHable and easy to work

-

Co.
brPap,

.
You dro.7_, your
stringaround that an' tie your
broom.
Wile the straw soaked, he cut two grooves around the
broom handle -- the first abQUr one foot from the broom
end of the handle and the second about two fingers up
from the first:
Cut a notch in my broom stick
here to tie my twine on. To tie
my broom. Don't make it very
deep. Jus' a little shallow
notch is all. Jus' a Little bit.
A shallow notc1-.28
Then he tied twine, usually rurchased at Turner Town,
around the aroore closest to the iroom end of the handle.
With the broom handle hell horizontally in one

hand Percy then stood up and let the loose twine fall to
the floor while he determined the amount of twine necessary to tie on the broom straw.

Then he cut the twine

and tfed a hammer onto the loose end.
The next step in the process required him to
stand in a stooped rosition.

With the hammer (twine

attached) placed under his right foot, he held the broom
handle in a horizontal position in his left hand, and
with his right hand he removed each riece of lroom straw
from the bucket and placed it between the handle and the
twine.

He used the middle finger of his left hand to

tuck the straw firmly into the ,-;unction between the
handle and the straw:
6()

OPS110111110,

•

......-41•••••••••11

I always
and ur ta tie it on
the heart. Tyin' the heart of the
broom on the handle.
Use a hammer.
Hold my string tight while I tie
the heart on. 9
As he placed each riece of straw against the handle, he
turned the handle slightly to secure the pieces of stray
already placed on the handle.

Be continued this until

the handle was completely surrounded with straw and then
secured this first or inner lay - of broom straw to the
handle by pounding a nail through the twine and into the
broom handle.
Percy tied the twine around the second groove,
located now above the completed inner layer of broom
straw, and placed the remaining broom straw around the
handle.

He did not utilize the stooping rosition in this

step; he sat as he worked the remaining straw around the
broom handle and wove the excess twine in and out of
each riece of the four-inch stalks until the twine reached approximately two inches into the broom straw:
Get you some more straw on thar.
Got to work it. Be the outside
straws an' they're a little bit
longer than them others. If you
want to make it larger put on more
outside straws. If you want it
smaller, don't rut on so many.
Got to use youi.: judgment on 'em.
Where they go.'°
Next, he tied the excess twine to a section of the woven
twine and cut off the small piece of remaining twine.
Then he evenly trimmed the exrosed stalks, which had pre-

••,•

viously been cut at an

rkgle,

rlacing the knife

them ard slowl-, turning the broom hand/e.
During the final ster Percy held the broom in an
urrz:ght rceition an
ively long vieces of

used a knife tc trim off any excessroom straw.

Although the broom-

making process took approximately an hour and a half,
only two to three brooms were produced in a day.

The

Beeson men sold their finished brooms for cash; their
home industrij was therefore an imrortant source of income
for the family.
Though the men made brooms in the Family Unit,
this did not change the influence of the women in that
area.

The Beeson women were responsible for producing a

gool garden and for maintaining the Family Unit as a
functional part of the farmstead.

With their efforts in

the Family Unit and the efforts of the men in the Farm
Unit, the Beeson farmstead was a completely functioning
unit.

FOOTNOTES

1.

Pb, October 8, 1973.

2.

PB, September 29, 1973.

3.

Ibia.

4. Ibia. Aelcy Driskill, Warren County Agricultural
Agent, Interview heia at Warren County Extension jffice,
bowling Green, Kentucky, August ', 1973.
Jr. Driskill
verifiea that a terrapin bug is a nard-snelled bug affecting tomatoes ana potatoes and refers to either the
Mexican Bean Beetle, the bean Leaf beetle, or the Blister
Beetle.
5.

PB, Sertember 27, 1973.

6.

PB, October 8, 19 73.

7.

Pb, Sentember 29, 1973.

S.

Ibid.

9.

Ioia.

2J.

Ibid.

11. Percy aia not indicate that the women made hard
or cake soap, though it is highly probable tnat they dia.
For making cake soap, see: Eliot Wigginton, ed. The
Fox .Pire book (Garden City, New York: Doubleday 4' Company,
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CaAPTzi, III
TaL FARM UNIT
The Srrina Season
Of the one hundrea acres comprising the Beeson
farm, sixty-two acres provided the maor source of income
as well as the meat, flour, and corn necessary for the
familu's needs.

The two mae7'or divisions of Dhe Farm Unit

were the crors and animals.

The timber acreage which

composed over one-third of t;:e .eeson property was also
an important element.
When the women helpea; in the Farm Unit it was
generally with the tobacco crop which requirea extra hands
or with tne lighter chores which the men felt they could
best do:
Around the farm, well, she (Lonte
eeeson) would heLp me with most
anything I wanted to do out, workin'
We would work in
out in the field.
the tooacca. aelp tor the tooacca,
sucker it, sucker the tabacca. help
me cut when:got ready to cut .
Let her do light work. nac to be
somethin' light, didn't do no heavy
work.1
The amount of time and effort reauired of the women in
maintainina the Familu Unit preventeu them from working
for any great length of time in the Farm Unit.

C!,or produc
fire to

rt

lau fallow.

acres

in th," Farm Unit

,re
PCOU7
7

fort--

wh:le ten to fifteen acres

'Inlike their following the almanac cycle fov,

'lantmni of the fami17, vrden, the Beeson s rlanted their
mat-'or crops early, weather rermitt::ng, according to the
month commercially specified for each individual crop.
They raised seven

followina the specified
fferent crors
, .

planting periods, and their method of planting -- with
mule power -- directly influenced the amount of acreage
for each cror.
The use of mules L.a.s. Percu Beeson's conventional
method of farming:
I didn't have no tools an' all to
farm like those big farmers did, so
would jus' have to consider myself
,lus' a little farmer. An' I arranged
m.iself there to the kinda tools I had.
T ,lus' had tools you had to use with
a team. Plows. garden harra (harrow).
Jus' get the mules to harra. Didn't
have no machines or nothin'. I had a
double shovel. Then I had a tobacco
Plow to plow tobacco with. Then
'had a turnin' rlow to break the ground
ur with. Then I had a jumper (rTow)
to break the new ground ur with.
After Percu prerarej the ground with a mule team, first
by plowing, then by discing, he was ready to plant his
crops.
The first and largest crop of the spring season
Was

the corn—feed corn, broom corn, and sorghum cane.

Each year the Peesons rut out between twenty-one and

twent?-two acres of corn.

They planted twenty acres o

feed corn, one to two rows of broom corn, ana a separate
acre of sorghum cane.

The!i used the feed corn primarily

to feed the hogs and had several bushels ground for
chicken feed and corn meal at the Turner Town mill.

In

the fall the men made the sorghum cane into molasses;
however, if all of it was not made into molasses, which
happened with increasing re(Yularity as the numerical size
of the Beeson family dwindled, they fed the excess sorghum
cane to the hogs.

The broom corn was used, as previously

discussea, in the manufacture of brooms during the winter season.
The method of planting corn, as well as all of
the crops in the Farm Unit, was explainea by Percy Beeson
when he defined the difference between sowing and planting:
Well, you sow grass an' all; you sow
that. The other crop, corn, you plant
it. Different what you do with grass.
See, grass seed fine; corn large grain.
You got to put that in a corn drill an'
plant it. An' seed you got to . . .
well, they got seed sowers now to sow
the grass seed. They got a seed sowin.
thing; hook it to your tractor . . . .
They got an easy way now to do everything now (laughs).
We used to have
to sow it by hand._
They made a
little seed sower you could put it in. 2
Turn it an' sow your grass that a-way.'
The total
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of planting helped determine
for the seven different crops.

The second crop rrerared and planted during spring
was tobacco.

The initial stage of tobacco preparation

took place in late February or ;4arch with the planting of
the tobacco bed.

First the men plowed the ground for the

bed and covered it with wood which they burned to rid the
area of bugs ana unwanted seeds.

:iext they lightly rakea

or worked up the grouna ana broadcast the tobacco seeds
mixed with fertilizer.

Then they covered the tobacco bea

with a cotton canvas to protect the growing plants from
cool weather, bugs, and migrating seeds.

As the young

rlants grew, the men removed the canvas to weed the
tobacco bed and to give the plants some sunligh' during.
very warm weather, and they removed it permanently about
one week before transplanting the rlants from the bed to
the field.4
The beesons' tobacco base was 0.36 acres, or a
little over one-fourth acre o: dark tobacco.

Crcept for

the broom corn, tobacco was their only cash crop.

The

Beeson farm was thus a sel-sustaining entity rathee than
a Profit-making enterrrise.

The use of mule power and

the amount of acreage aevotea to individual crops influenced the economics o; the beeson farm; Percy deeson
coula not raise rroauctive cash crors without a tractor
and other heavy-duty equipment.
His pride in owning anj breaking-in a gooa mule
indicates the importance of mules to his method of farm-

ing.

w., t;: the heir of a neighbor, ..eeson broke in and

then trained a mule team within two months:
I like mules the best. Some of 'em
is stubborn and hard to break. A
young mule is hard to break . . . .
Put 'em to a drag, a big heavy drag,
am' drag the ground. Hook 'em to
the wagon and go out on the road .
Get out on the road an' drive up an'
down the road an' break 'em. Then
hook 'em to a big drag an' drag the
ground. You could soon break 'em
to work.5
Once the mules aa:iusted to nulling weight and to following orders they were ready to be worked in the fields.
When Frank ieeson died, Percy eliminated sheepraising, another activity whicn required time-consuming
work during the spring.

Prank kept a small flock of

sheer which he bad a neighbor shear.

After the sheet

were sheared they were placed in a fenced-in area and
constantly watcnea so "they wouldn't hurt an' all 'til
tr - t wool growea back on 'em."6

The sale of the wool in

the spring and of tae lambs in Jul? proviaed some cash
income for the Heesons, but Percy sola the flock of sneep
because t,ey were too mucn trouble for him to keep up
alone on the farm.
The only other alteration in the farming routine
during erring occurred from the outside.
Purchased gasoline-driven farm eauipment,

When a neignbor

:ne Summer Season

Witn tne coming of summer the activity within tne
Farm Unit increased.

The tobacco pcants wnich had been

growing in tne tobacco bed were transplanted by nand in
mid-May to a rrepared field.

After the men plowed tne

field tnree or four times, they disced it an
it.

fertilizea

They pulled the tobacco plants from tne bed by hana

ana set them in rows in the field with the aid of handheld wooden tobacco pegs.

During July the family toppea

and suckered the tobacco:
Had to set it out. Drop the plants.
Set it out. Then now it an' hoe it
7ot ready to top it.
out. Work it.
Top it then. Then be ready when the
suckers come to pull all the suckers
We dtan't use that stuff
off of tem.
you nut on to kill the suckers.
Didn't know nothin' about that;
rather break 'em off by hand.?
Topping allowed the leaves to spread and reach maturity,
and suckering removed tne shoots from the stem of eacn
tobacco plant to assure larger ana nealthier leaves.

The

tobacco plants remained in the field until ". . . just
before the first frost."8
Much of the summer the men spent in keeping the
crops free of weeds, ana in tne late summer they harvestea their crops.

They intermittently cleaned the corn crop

of weeas by mule ana plow during tne summer months until
it

Was

ready to harvest in September:

They don't raise too much corn aroun'
here now. The corn all raised way off
in the Corn Belt now. '.fighty little
corn they raise aroun' here. An' tneu
srray their corn now. We had to plow
our corn. Usea to plow it maybe four
times. People way back thar didn't
Know nothin' then. They'd plow corn
an' be on the mule an' still be apZowin' the corn.9

With a wagon rullea by mules tne family harvested the
twenty acres of feed corn, and after they shuckea it,
they took it to the feea barn for storage in the corn
crib.

They cut the broom corn by hand in late August to

prevent the weather ''rom benaina and twisting it ana
harvested the sorghum cane by hand in October when they
made it into molasses.
L'uring the first four weeks of June all of the
winter crops were ready to harvest.

Zile first crop ready

was the hay:
had a mowin' machine to cut it with.
A rake to rake it with. hay rake;
that's the name of it. Then you rake
it ur an' shock it. Jus' take your
hay an' pile it ur tnar an' make a
round shock. jus' shock it all over
the fiela that a-way 'til you get it
done. Then you let it staz, there in
the shock about a day an' it'd be
reaay to stack or put in the barn.
Keep the sap out of it.
. . . naul it an' stack it. I stack
it or put it in the barn one. I
stacked it around a pole: the only
way I stacked . . . . I learnt to put
a pole in an' stack it. . . . When
you went to win' (wind) up, you trim
ye a sharp stick an' drive aown in
thar. Cap it off so it wouldn't blow
off so bad. Tie the hole to keep the
wind from blowin' it off.

. . . . I could let the stock run
tnrou9h thar durin' the winter.
.7tack fer the stock to have to eat.
Feed that in tne barn when bad times;
that'd be enough feed when it rainin'a
snowin', too bad for stock to be out.I°
The Beesons raised one f

two acres of either Timothy or

Red Top hay.
In mia-June, the men narvested the fifteen acres
of winter wheat and the two acres of barley.

Originally

the men used a cradle to cut these crops ana- then threshea
the wheat:
bsea a cradle. Cradled wheat. Then
they'a come around an' thrash uour
wheat. They used to tromp your wheat
out with horses way back in olden
times. riorses po around an' around
to do that. Tromp your wheat out.
Then they'd have to run it through
a wheat fan.
an the trash out of
it when tney tromp it with horses.
Until they pot these other kind of
steam thrashers; theu'a thrash it
out a different wau.
. . . In later years they got thezie
steam thrashers. You had to get up
an' pull down on that wheel. Start
that thing roppin' an' it'd go off
then. Start it that a-way then.
Them steam thrashers done one out
an' theu had other kinds in later
ears.
With the advent of the mule-driven, and later the gasolinecowered combine, the Beesons hired a neighbor who owned
such equipment to do the major part of the work.

This

method of hiring help to harvest the arain crops with
mechanical equipment became customary in the Richland
community.

Once these crops were gathered the barley

was stored in the feed barn for the farm stock, while
the wheat was ground into flour at the Turner Town mill.
In late June they harvested the two acres of
oats.

iiere, too, the Beesons hirea a neighbor who moved

from farm to farm with his eauipment.

:he oats were

bundled and taken to the feed barn where they were storeu
as feed for the stock during the fall and winter.
While most of summer was cent working in the
fields there were occasions when the family did relax.
When Percy Beeson rdn the farm the family spent most of
their free time at home although they did occasionally
visit friends and relatives in neighboring Logan Count?.
During the lifetime of Frank Beeson, however, the summer
-fy

meant neighborhood picnics with both black and white
neighbors rarticipating:
Oh, they would have 'em along once
a year. On June, July, an' August
they would have a bionic. On them
months when they had picnics. Maybe
my Daddy wouldn't have but one.
Would he somebody else would have
one somewhere else. Bave 'em around,
first one place an' then another.
People would have 'em. You coula go
to 'em. An' they woula fiddle an',,
dance an' have this here big time."
The custom of the area was for various families co have
ricnice on their farms during the months of July and
August.

Over the years, then, every family in the commun-

ity had one or two neighborhood ricnics on their farm.

Tne Frank beeson picnics were sirtilar to tnose
of ais neighbors.

The family slaughterea several sneer

which were barbequea in a large rit; the visitors brought
chicken, pork, bread, vegetables, and drinks.

They en-

,4oued activities such as foot races anti baseball.

The

highlight of such events was the fiaale music and dancing
which continued into the evening.
With the close of summer the beesons had all
their crops, except tobacco, harvested and stored for use
during fall and winter.

In /ate August, they plowed a

two-acre field and planted tne following year's barley
Crop.

They spent the next five months nreparing their

tobacco for market, makin

molasses, butchering hogs,

cutting timber, and making the yearly repairs to trig
entire farm.
The Fall and Winter Seasons
Two to tnree weeks before the first frost in the
fall tne men began to prepare the aark tobacco crop for
market.

The process involvea several weeks of work.

First they slit tne stalks down the middle, tnen cut the
Plants.

Next the:i inserted tobacco sticks into the

stalks and laia tne sticks of tobacco on a scaffold
built in the fiela:
You had to cut it an' put it on a
scaffold. Put it on a scaffola a
few days ana let it yellow before
you hauled it in an' make it ready

nut in the barn.
It'd stay
outside maybe a week before you
hauled it in and put it in the barn.
I'd put it in the barn an' let it
cure then.

After they hauled the tobacco to the barn and hung it
there, then they fire, or cured, it for two to three
weeks:
Used to fire tobacco. Maybe fire
two weeks, three. Cure it un .
They would have wood, sawdust,
somethin' like that. Put a smoke
under thar. Let it smoke; keep it
smokin'. Smoke your tobacco. Cure
it up. Some of 'em rut molasses on
the wood to put a gloss on, nave a
gloss on the tobacco. Put molasses
on the wood. That would make a
gloss on the 'bacca; make it snine
like. Got a better nrice fer it;
gloss on it.14
Then they stripped and graaed the indiviaual tobacco
leaves.

Stripping removed the individual leaves from the

stalk; grading sorted the leaves according to their color
and quality.

"I graded it out when I stripped it out.

Had to grade it out.

Make several grades out of it."16

Then they tied each grade into hands (bunches of Leaves
tied together with another leaf).
The men tiea the tobacco leaves into hands with
the head of the hana measuring about the diameter of a
silver dollar.

Then they mounted the hands on tobacco

sticks ana rlacea the sticks of tobacco in bulks or groups
to allow air circulation."

After all of the tobacco crop

was prepared in this manner, tne beeson men tooK

their

tobacco

to market in either Bowling Green or

14.5sellville in

late November or early December.
during October the Beeson men made their molasses, the final agricultural product of the year:
Way back everybody used to
raise sugar corn. Wanted to make
molasses in the fall. They used
to be on the go back thar then.
Everybody trying to get they
'lasses made in the fall. . . .17
Frank Beeson always made his own molasses.

When Frank

aied, Percy discontinued the traditional nractice of
making molasses on the farm and took his sorghum cane to
a neighbor, Carly Parks, who made the molasses for tne
Beeson family:
My Daddy made molasses. And my
uncle. Him an' his brother (Moses)
would make molasses. . . . I never
did make none. l'a get somebody in
the neighborhood to make ,em.18
When Lonie Beeson's parents died during the 1930's,
Percy acquired their sorghum mill, and Parks continued
to make their molasses by coming to the Beeson farm and
using their mill.
the

After Parks' death in the late 1930's,

esons stoppea raising sorghum cane and nurchasea

all of their molasses from a neighbor.
When the weatner turned cool the men cut the
sorghum cane oy nana at its vase to provide the largest
amount of cane for the molasses ana then loaded the cane
into a wagon an

took it to the barn area where the

sorghum mill was set ur.

Mule -power overated the sorgnum

a rcle,

Or

s?„7eer

, one e.d to t7ne

mill an,:. the oth„-r cnci was attacheto a rrulc.

Ihe mule

walked in a circular rat;: os the indi:.'idual stalks of
cane were fed into the mill:
You got a mill an' run your corn
through thar an' grini it out an'
the juice'd run here in a barrel.
Then boil that down an' make
molasses.
'
1
The juice thus squeezed from the cane ran from t c mill
:nto a trough and eentuaily into a barrel.
As the juice was extracted from the cane, the
men placed the sorghum pan on a rock furnace and built
a fire under it.
tra

o

They poured the juice into the first

the pan and stirred continually as it heated.

As thea poured each additional bucket of can juice into
the first tray, t;tr

released the heated sorghum into

the six remaining trays:
They'd skim it off an' make molasses
out of it. Get the skimmin' of-'' an'
run it on up thar at the front. Run
it off in the bucket then. The juice
still be runni:n' behind thar. The' 'd
keep on puskin' it on up to the front.
Keep the skim—in' of an' make
molasses out of it.'
When the portion in the e:xth tray was thoroughly cooked,
the men drained it into an awaiting bucket.

They continued

this rrocess until all of the juice was cooked.

The ''amilu

stored their sorghum in the kitchen where it was used as
a sweetener in cakes and cooking and on biscuits and
pancackes.

9.!"

The Frank Beesons also used mar:
.e
7 syrur as a
sweetener.

In January when the sar began to rise in the

marLe sugar trees, Frank and his sons went into the woods
and tanned the trees:
Well, my Daddy used to tan some
maple trees. Used to make maple
sugar. Used to tan the sugar trees
an' make sugar. You commence to
tannin' them sometime in January,
maybe the riddle of January througn
rebruary. March, you can make
sugar. ... That sap come on in
Marc'. Couldn't make none after
the sap started up. If it stayed
cold, it wouldn't start un 'til
Marc', but if it was warm, it woula
start un in February an' you'd have
to go to makin' sugar then.. . .21
They tapped the trees by inserting spile, or snouts,
into them to araw off tne sap, and the sap arirre.2 into
troughs, or containers, hung on tne spiles or set on a
rock at the base of the trees:
:hat
1
tree would drip a long time.
Two weeks or Zonger.
You'd have to
go aroun' an' have troughs an' put
sriles in thar to run that (sugar)
water in them troughs. An' you'a
go around an' get tilat water.
Watch
em an' not let your troughs run
over. had cc go aroun' an' haul
that water, tote it up one. Four
it in a bucket or Darrel or can or
sometnin'. As soon as you'd get
encugn cans, you'd go to makin' sugar
then. 22
After they collected the sap, they carried it to the
rile near the house where they cookea it down into syrun:

You'd get that warm an' boil it down.
Keep a-boilin' it aown 'til it makes
sugar. Molasses is the sane way.
Pun it off like molasses in a nol,zsses
ran.... It really took some boilin'
to make sugar. Lots a-people would
buy this other sugar to put in thar
so it woulan't nave to boil so long.
Put this white sugar in thar. That
water ain't too sweet, some of it.
Took lots a-boilin' fer it. • • •
Percy aiacontinued the making of maple syrup because the
time re,uired and the effort involved were too much for
him alone.
:n the fall tne men harvested the last crop of
the year ana sowed the second crop for the coming year.
Tney plowea, discea, ana otherwise readied fifteen acres
for the winter wheat which they sowed by nand.

In the

Farm Unit all c: the crops were numbered to .e'in with
the oarley in August ana end with the tobacco which was
transplanted in

fay.

In the Family Unit, the activity

and crop production began with the planting of the garden
in erring and ended with the planting of onions in the
fall.

The importance of the grain crops for the live-

stock and the necessity of the garden for the family's
food suprly likely suggested this conscious ordering of
activity within the two units.
One of the most important activities in the late
-"all or early winter was the slaughtering of goats ana
nogs.

The meat from tne goats ana the hogs was the main-

stay of the family aiet throughout the year; their only
other variety of meat was cnicken from the flock main-

tained by tne women an

rabbits trapped in tne winter

the men.
The men completed this butchering process, unlike
any otner rerformed in the Farm
cycle of the almanac.

according to the

They butchered hogs only on the

aari side of the moon; killing a hog in the light of the
moon would cause the lard to boil over and be lost.

They

staugnterea goats when the sign was in the feet so the
meat would be tender and would not have a strong taste.
It was also imrortant for the weatner to be auite cola
or near freezing to prevent the meat from spoiling while
it was being nrenared.

The metnod of killing hogs ana

goats remained the same wnen Percy Beeson took over the
•'arm; however, he did frequently ask his nearest neighbor,
Lona° McKinney, to help him.
The process involved in the slaughter and preraration of goats and hogs was much the same.

During the

fattening stage, the men watched the hogs closely and fed
them only corn for two weeks to allow their fat tc harden:
. . . Peorle's stock used to run outside. Peorle used to keen their hogs
outside. An a-for (before) they got
ready to kill 'em, about two weeks,
they'd bring 'em home. Then feed 'em
make the lard hard. A -,'or they got
ready to kill the nogs. 9
when tne dark of the moon occurrea in conjunction with
very cola weather sometime in late November or in December
or January, they brought the nogs to ;.he woodpile near

the house.

Frank used a large barrel to heat water for

dinning the animals; he heated rocks in a fire and nlacea
them in the barrel to heat the water:
. . . . My Daddy used to heat rock

an' have a barrel. The way we used
to kill hogs at one time. beat rock
an' have a barrel. An' nut that
rock in that water in the barrel.
Get that water hot an' ya kill your
hogs. Scald 'em. Way we, used to
kill 'em back thar then."
Percy Beeson, on the other hand, dug a "furnace" hole and
placed a scalding vat, or large rectangular tub, of water
over ;he hole.

They built a fire in the hole under the

scalding vat to heat the water, and when the water was
near boiling, they killed the hog.
When they brought the hog to the woodpile they
shot it between the eyes and stuck a knife in the jugular
vein in its neck.

They did this so most of the blooa in

the body drainea out to help preserve the meat.
rrocess was called sticking the hog.

'2his

Then they placed

the hog into the boiling water to soften the skin and
thus loosen the hair:
We had a scalain' tub then to put
'em in. Take a rope an' turn 'em
over. An' draw 'en out an' at
that hair off of 'em. You null it
off with your hands. Only way you
can get it off. Scrap it off with
your hands. Knife and scrap it off.
Scrap off of 'em. ',faye sometime
uou have to get you a rock an' rub
here an' get some of that stuff off
'rime you get 'em scalded
'em
an' all clean it would be noon.
Then uou have to cut 'em up after
noon:26

They rereated tl:is process several times and then nung
the hog by its rear legs and cut

its head to drain

it even freer of blood. 27
“ter their noon meal the men returnea to tae hog
and slit it open along the underside from the rear to the
throat.

Theu tied off the intestines to prevent the boay

wastes from spilling out and ruining the meat and removed
the internal organs and set them asiae for later use.
Then they took down the hog and carried it to a table in
front of the smokehouse.
At the smokehouse they cut the feet off the hog
and then cut up the meat:
Well, we would trim our meat. Then
cut tnat lard up fine. You'd cut
that meat up fine and then you'd get
tne salting meat out of it. All the
lean would be for salting. The fat'a
go in the lard.28
Then they took the meat to tne smokehouse and covered it
with salt.

After six 'weeks they washed off the salt with

warm water and allowed the meat to dru for a few ncurs:
. . . . I'd wash it off. 'Jet you
some water. Warm you some water an'
wash your meat off. Put some water
in the rub an' wash your meat off.
Then dry it off. Take some towels
an' dry it off. Then lay it on the
table to drain off.29
Then tke

czadec: salt and pepper to the meat and emceed

it bu burning hickory wood:
I always smoked it sometimes two
weeks. Lots a times I would. Cure
it up an' smoke it, sack it up there,

keer the flies o'f c° ft -znd wouldn't
haoe any skippers (lar:,cle of flies)
on it. Cure it ur so it would have a
good, sweet smell to it. Zeer better,
tastes better, an' keen the skirrers
off better."
-he women rrepared the remaining parts of the hng.
The women made sausage by grinding the trimmings
from the lean meat pieces in a hand grinder and adding
salt, reprer, and other spices.

They they cooked the

sausage, rut it in jars, and added hot grease.

They

turned the sealed .T ars urside down so the grease would
seal the .;ars as it cooled and stored the
upstairs in the house.
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of sausage

They made chitterlings, or chit-

the intestines which were thoroughly cleaned

lins, out

and then cut up:
You take 'em an' clean 'em. Then
Salt '07.
cut 'em up. Vash f t:77.
Salt 'em good. An' then theu'll he
ready for you to cook fn a day or
two. Soak 'em out.fl
When the sal* was soaked cut they were iirrc i in a batter
and fried.

The women made the remaining fat into lard by

boi ling it in

a

large kettle:

. . .The fat'd go in the lard.
Poi! that lard ur„.
Had a kettle.
Make up a fire outdoors, if it
wasn't toe had a-weather. If it
was pretty weather, we'd get outIf it didn't, we'd have to
boil it te- in the house, in the
17.- stove.'
kitchen on
The:. cooked the lard most of the afternoon and stirred
it occasionally until the fat rendered into lard.
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When

the lard cooled the women rlaced it in a lard can, or
round metal container, and stored it in the kitchen.
The slaughtering of the goats followed the
butchering of the hogs and took place in much the same
frank Beeson always butchered his own goats but

manner.

Percy Beeson did not:
never did slaughter none. I never
was no butcher. I was chicken-hearted.
I never did kill no goats myself."
Percy always haa one goat butchered by a neighbor each
year.

Then he salted down the fresh meat and storea it

in a box in his smokehouse.
Lonzo Mckinney, a white neighbor, was the man who
most frequently helped Percy Beeson perform the chores on
his farr.

:.fcp:inney lived on the next farm south of the

Beeson rroperty and provided Percy with help on those
little "thank you ..obs."34

A thank you job was any chore

which required some extra heir; it was reraid by helping
with a chore at that friend's house.

For instance, when

Percy Beeson butchered his hogs or goats, Mci<inney helpea
and, in turn, when Mciiinney slaughtered his hogs Percy
helped him.
While the slaughter of hogs and goats was of prime
importance in the cold winter months, the cutting of timber for use as firewood and repa:r timber :.;as also necessary during this period.

farm was cut
in

All of the wood uaea on the

in the fall and winter when tne sap was

aown

the trees to prevent the sap from rotting the newly

cut wood.
Frank I,eeson taught all of his sons how to make
railroad ties out of white oak so they could earn extra
srending money.

Their knowledge of wood is rerhars test

illustrated by the tie-making ,rocess:
White oak mostlu what you want to
make ties out of. You take a broad
axe an' cut your timoer. Get somebody to helr ya to cut the trees.
Then saw your cuts off. ,ext make
'em into ties then. You made 'em,
let's see, seven by nine; that be
eight tie, seven by nine. Then
made six by nine; make 'em in two
sizes. Take a broad axe an' hew
it off. dew 'em out, score 'em in,
hew 'em. had to hew 'em all around.
Both sides nad to hew 'em.
Well, you could make a little pole
tie. You didn't have to hew it on
'cert two sides. Take tae bark off,
it would be round on the other side.
Cal/ that a pole tie. just new it
on two sides. That's the way you
done t;:at.
We hauled 'em down at tne river to
!!organtown. Sold 'em a long ways from
home. They used to buy ties on over
thar at Berry's Lick (Turner Town) way
back. But I never did haul none over
thar.0.5
Although tie-making lasted for only a few years on the
Beeson farmstead, it helped to broaden their knowledge
of wood and its uses.
The construction and repair of wood structures
on the farmstead required an excellent knowleoge of wood.
When Percy Beeson cook over the farm he was ale to

maintain it with the wood available on the nroperty.

ac

hauled nis wood by wagon to a mill where it was cut
according to his srecifications:
Well, use mules to haul it. You
have to put skids out here, null
them logs un on the wagon load.
Put your chain around here (logs);
rut your mules down here, an'
load them Zags on the log wagon.
Have a standard thar to catch it
(logs). That standard made out of
hickory. It had to be stout so it
wouldn't break. When you got them
loaded on thar, then you'd be ready
to drive out to the
The location of the saw mill varied according to where
the mill company was cutting wood.

It was a common

practice for a company to buy wood selected over a given
territory and to move the mill as tney moved from timber
site to timber site.
Tne favorit,- wood for the many farm uses was
portar, according to Percy Beeson, but most of the poplar
trees were depleted in the Richland area before henry
Beeson purchased the farm.

The timbers most fre,
;uenti?

used on the Beeson farm were white and red Oa-. because
they withstood varyinc temreratures letter tan the other
available 'oode.

Percu used red oak for fencing and

white oak in the construction of buildings.
abilitu

As the avail-

these oaks ,17:mini8hed, Percy substitute- black

oak.
Frank i)eeson constructed fences wit' rorLar
rails and Percy built his with slats Ina strands of smooth
wire:

:2es. People used to
Put ur rail fe,
rut up rail fences. Go cut t:n the
woods and cut down a tree an' make
You
rails and build a rail fence.
have a iron wedge, maul, axe. Bust
'em out. Some out a red oak, black
oak, walnut. • • •
• • . I made slat. Cut down trees
ana make slats. You rut up a wire
here on tor an' a wire at the bottom.
Inen you turn, weave your slats in
thar. I just rut un a differn't
kind. Put
, up a wire fence maae out
of slats.•'7
As tne nop!ar

rails uecayed Percy replaced them with

white and red oak.

Although lercy knew that walnut could

be substituted for fence slats, he sold the farm before
his oak timber sunnly was uiminished.
Percy used gum for slats or laths when re roofea
the farm structures with metal sheeting:
Let's see, gum a soft wood. Well,
gum was to saw laths to cover houses
with. They lays on your house. Put
a :qetal top on your house an' have
gum laths to nut on there, sheetin'."
For tne construction of the hog houses, wnich were located
farthest north of the barns and nearest the woods, he cut
elm and sycamore logs to supplement the older wnite oak
logs which were removed from tne house when it was repairea.
Percy used oak in building and repairing the farm
structures.
the 194e's:

he renZacea some logs in the house auring

I had a little work-in that come in
thar. Got me a white oak tree an'
hewed the 10(7 out. Go out an' cut
the tree down an' drag the log ur an'
hew it out. An' be ready to saw it
off the length you wantea it. Be
ready then to put it in your house.
Notch it then. I cut a notch in it.
Oh, you rut a notch kind, a saddle
notch in it to fit in thar. Then
you make that notch to fit that
saddle. Cut a log an' notch 'em
down._ Pry it up an' nut a log in
thar.j
This effort was typical of what was required to keep the
farmstead in shape.
The Beesons purchased all of the tools used on
the farm, except shuttles, at the country store or in
Morgantown.

The men preferred white oak for most of their

tools, although theu sometimes substituted with hickory
for items sucn as wagon axles.

They used persimmon wood

to make the wood shuttles because it had no grain and
therefore wcula not break the delicate

thread.

When

any of their tools needed repairs they took them to the
blacksmith in Turner Town.
during the fall and winter seasons, the men
occasionally caught rabbits on the property.

Game was

plentiful in the area but the cieeson men dia not hunt:
"My Daady never was, wasn't no hunter an' I wasn't neither.""
They trapped rabbits in a wooden box:
I never was muc a hana to hunt. .
I used to trar a little, used to
catch rabbits during the winter.
usea to make me a wooden box.

I had a trigger you see. (;et me
piece r' wood, saw it, ana make me
a trigger out of it. Cut me down
a good big switcn, about the size
of your thumb there. I would bore
noles in tnar an' put triggers in
thar then. See, he'a go back in
thar an' I'a have a door thar ana
he'a hit that trigger an' it'a fall
down on 'im. Couldn't aet out then.41
Usually they trapped about thirty rabbits every winter.
In the Farm Unit the mer were responsible for
cror production—preparing the ground, rlanting and maintaining the crors, and harvesting then.

Their use of

mule rower reauired special knowledge and technicues and
limited them in the amount of acreage they cultivated.
:he Beeson men were oleo responsible for making sorghum
and maple syrup and for slaughtering tne goats and hogs.
They constructed the buildings and fences and repaired
them when necessary.
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CONCLUSION
When iienry Beeson was freed as a slave he rurchased one hundrea acres of land in Butler County,
Kentucky and established a farm there.

Frank Beeson,

his son, took over the farm and built the majority of the
structures which comprise the farmstead today.

One of

Frank's sons, Percy, continuea the farming tradition
with the heir of his mother, Betty, and, later, his wife,
Lonie, until he Left the .'arm in 1971.

This study aocu-

ments tne history of the Beeson farmstead and the activities which made it a functional unit.
The women on the farmstead primarily provided the
.hroughout the year they tended to
ma!or food surly. :
the chickens and cows and cooked the meals for the family.
During the snring they planted and maintained the garden,
and in summer they nreserved the products from the garden
as well as those from the orchard.

In fall and winter

the Beeson women made quilts for use as nrotective
wrapping for the stored food and for

he family's bed

coverings.
l'he Beeson men greo the major crops, such as
tobacco, wheat, corn, sorghum cane, and feea grains, in
tneir respective seasons and throughout tne year tended
to the hogs, horses, mules, goats, ana, at one time,

sheer.

In tne faZ1 and winter tneu provided the wooa

surrly, reraired the structures on the farm, ana
slaughtered the hogs and goats for the family's meat
surrly.

In adaition,

:he activities of the men and women, performea
at the approrriate times throughout the year and in the
proper manner, maintained the farmstead as an independent
and functional unit.
Dy utilizing in this stuay the holistic aprroacn
suggested oy George bwart Lvans, I nave oeen able to
answer the major auestion raised and to araw some tentative conclusions.

I began this study by ouestioning

whether the Beeson ,armstead was a functioning unit and,
if so, how it functioned.

The Beeson farmstead proved

to be a functioning unit which relied cn the duties
performed by the men and women who lived on the farm.
The method of farming, primarily with mule rower, meant
that as farming technclogu became mechanized, Percy
Beeson became, in his own words, "a second-grade farmer;"
this second-grade status meant that he continued to run
his farm as it haa teen run at the turn of the century
and the farm remained tradition bound.

:erefore, it is

possible to ascertain in some detail from this stud

wnat

the farming methods were like prior to mecnanization.
It might also ve suggested that Percy Beeson as a black

farmer was a'tle to live sucfuilyin an al: w%- ite
area s

ii beca=4se his family and that

Hiram were the
munitl4.

h's brother

black families in the Sicklana com-

However, to rrove conclusively that l'erc• 's

status in the cor-munity might have been uniouely secondgrade as a farmer or that the community did in fact accept
or ignore his blackness would reouire a study of the
Richland cor-munity.
The present study strongly suE,ports the generalization that this relatively self-contained farmstead
prospered roatIstlu until modern agricultural technology
and related changes turned the traditional life-style
of its owners from assets to liabilities.
rurth,,r research in the Rlckian! cor--unity cou1,1
document :articular :ifestyleo, including those related
to the churches, schools, and country stores.

It would

- * to
then be ross-ible to compare the Richland com-un f
others in Kentucky or elsewhere--either those currently
under study or thce.2 to be explored in theft ure.
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